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Fifth Grade Revision Question Bank 

Year 1445 H/ 2023-2024 

       Final QB- Term 2 
 

(A) Basic Skills: 
 
 

Unit 7:  Fun on the Weekend 
 

Question 1: 
 

Read and match the sentences to their pictures. 

    

A B C D 

    

E F G H 
 

      Noura stayed home.  

      Fahad studied for six hours. 

      Ali practiced on the trampoline.  

      He cooked breakfast.  

      You watched a scary DVD.  

      He kicked the ball.  

      She cleaned her room.  

      They played computer games.  
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Question 2: 
 

Read and complete using ( How much – How many ) 

are there on the plate? eggs___ __________ 1. 

is there? rice _____________ 2. 

are there in the class? desks _____________ 3. 

is there on the table? cheese _____________ 4. 

do you drink? milk _____________ 5. 

do we need for the apple pie? apples _____________ 6. 

  

Question 3: 
 

Fill in the missing words using the hints given below. 
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Question 4: 
 

Rewrite the regular verbs in the past tense. 

1. cook - _________                   5. play - _________ 

2. kick - _________                     6. stay - _________ 

3. watch - _________             7. clean - _________ 

4. practice - _________          8. study - _________ 
 
 

 
 

Question 5: 
 

Circle the right answer. 

over there?  milk _______Is there  1. 

b. any  a. some  

 .pens _______have  don’tI  2. 

b. some  a. any 

in your bag?  chocolate _______Is there  3. 

       b. some a. any 

.bags _______find  can’tThe girls  4. 

a. any            b. some 

 

.toys _______He has got  5. 

some b.any             a. 

 

in the glass. milk _______There is  6. 

some b.any             a. 
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Question 6: 
 

Choose the correct missing letters ( nt – nd ) 

 

 

ha __ __ 

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pla __ __  

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 

 

sa __ __ 

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 
pai __ __  

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

sta __ __ 

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 

 
te __ __ 

(  nd  -  nt  ) 

 
Question 7: 
 

Answer these questions: ( tea – chicken – orange juice ) 

1. What would you like to drink?  

I'd like some ________________ , please. 

2. What would you like to eat? 

I'd like some ________________ , please. 
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Unit 8:  Life’s Ups and Downs 
 

Question 1: 
 

Match the picture with the correct comment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A)    Congratulations  

1.  

(B)    So did I.   

2.  

(C)    Sorry about that.  

3.  

(D)   How scary!       

4.  

(E)    How strange!  

5.  
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Question 2: 
 

Complete the chart with the correct form of the verb in the past 
tense. 

Every day Yesterday 

get ________ 

see ________ 

make ________ 

break ________ 

catch ________ 

lose ________ 

 
 

Question 3: 
 

Read and write your comment. 

 1. We were stuck in a train.  
 

___________________________________ 

 

2. I broke my leg in the race.  
 

___________________________________ 

 

3. I went to a big festival.  
 

___________________________________ 
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Question 4: 
 

Complete the spaces with the correct word. 

  

( had  -  got  -   went  -   came  -  was ) 

 

My Brother Khaled  

 

Yesterday, my brother Khaled                          

________ to the cupboard,  

To find something to eat.                   

But when he ________ there,  

The cupboard ________ bare,  

And so he ________ nothing to eat.  

He ________ to the grocer’s,  

To buy some fruit and milk.                     

But when he ________ back,  

He ________ holding an empty brown bag.  

Poor Khaled! 
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Question 5: 
 

Complete the words with f, ph, or gh. 

    

 

 

__ rog 

 

__ __ one 

 

 

 

lau __ __ 

 

 

__ arm 

 

__ __ oto 

 

ele __ __ ant 

 

 

__ riends 

 

__ ork 
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(B) Vocabulary: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

Our great-great-great-great grandparents are our ___________. 1. 

(D)  inheritor (C)  successor (B)  ancestors 

 

(A) descendant    

     

 

 

Many _____________ 2. 

(D)  little (C)  numerous (B)  one (A)  less  

Not fair or not giving someone a turn to play a game is _______. 3. 

(D)  unfair (C)  correct (B)  right (A)  equal  

Unfairness 4. 

(D)  behave (C)  elegance  (B)  injustice (A)  good  

Stayed away from 5. 

(D)  avoided 

 

 

 

 

(C)  present (B)  near (A)  include   

Separation of people or things  6. 

(D)  mix (C) segregation (B)  together (A)  close  

Not expecting or not aware that something is going to happen  7. 

(D)  unsuspecting (C)  listened (B)  aware (A)  know  

My friend’s ____________ came from Yemen.  8. 

(D)  car (C)  ancestors (B) toys (A) cat  

There were ____________ people at the mall. 9. 

(D)  none (C)  empty (B)  numerous (A)  deserted  

I ___________ going to school on a rainy day. 10. 

(D)  order (C)  sit (B)  found (A)  avoided  

Monday through Friday 11. 

(D)  off (C)  rest (B)  weekdays (A)  break  

Thick, stiff paper used to make boxes is a ______________.  12. 

(D)  sand (C)  clay (B)  wood (A)  cardboard  
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To say you are sorry is to ____________. 13. 

(D)  wicked (C)  apologize (B)  cold (A)  stubborn       
         

 

 

She was rushed to the hospital in an ____________.  14. 

(D)  bicycle (C)  train (B)  ambulance (A)  police car  

My pet cat is _____________.  15. 

(D)  risky (C)  harmless (B)  goofy (A)  scary  

We go to school on ___________.  16. 

(D)  weekdays (C)  off (B)  holidays (A)  vacation  

Small windstorm 17. 

(D)  ice (C)  whirlwind (B)  light (A)  fire  

Very funny 18. 

(D)  serious (C)  tragic (B)  hilarious (A)  sad  

Being naughty is ___________. 19. 

(D)  obedient (C)  mischief (B)  noble (A)  kind  

All schools are having online classes ____________.  20. 

(D)  nowadays (C)  before (B)  past (A)  former  

Having a spinning feeling 21. 

(D)  conscious (C)  clear (B)  dizzy (A)  aware  

Moved by slipping or sliding is _____________. 22. 

(D)  hasten (C)  dart (B)  fly (A)  slithered  

To have freedom is to have ______________.  23. 

(D)  reliance (C) independence (B)  oppression (A)  captivity  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from 

column (2). 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

  unfair )(A  

1)        

mischief) (B  

2)               

numerousC) (  

3)                  

(D) whirlwind  

4)          

(E) hilarious  

5)          

(F) weekdays  

 6)        

 

(G) apologize  

 7)            

(H) dizzy  

 8)         

(I) ambulance   

 9)                   
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(C) Spelling: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

My aunt has two ___________. 1. 

(D)  babies (C)  babys (B)  babyies (A)  bbyas  

Does the shop have _________? 2. 

(D)  dressies (C)  dressys (B)  dresses (A)  dssre  

She ate ten ____________ for lunch. 3. 

(D) calma  (C)  clams (B)  clasm (A)  cmlas  

Choose the correct spelling 4. 

(D) aiyttivcs (C) atcties (B)  activitys (A) activities  

Choose the correct spelling 5. 

(D)  esmess (C)  messes (B)  ssmeis (A)  messies  

o v e r d __    (Choose the correct missing letter) 6. 

(D)  y (C)  u (B)  i (A)  o  

s __ l e s    (Choose the correct missing letter) 7. 

(D) y (C) h (B)  a (A)  l  

He has perfect ____________. 8. 

(D)  isight (C)  eyesight (B)  eyesiyth (A) eeysigt  

That ____________ is beautiful. 9. 

(D)  sunset (C)  sutsune (B) sensut (A) sinsed  

hug + ing    (Choose the correct spelling) 10. 

(D) hugging (C) huging (B)  huggging (A)  hugingg  
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chase + ed    (Choose the correct spelling) 11. 

(D)  chasedd (C)  chaseed (B)  chased (A)  chassd  

This pizza _______ better yesterday. 12. 

(D)  tasted (C)  tisnat (B)  tesate (A)  tastd  

We are ______ our lunch. 13. 

(D)  aehv (C)  hngiva (B)  haveing (A)  having  

The teacher is ______ on the board. 14. 

(D)  wrntig (C)  nwrtig (B)  writing (A)  wtring  

The boys ______ joyfully. 15. 

(D)  capd (C)  clapd (B)  claped (A)  clapped  

p i s k    (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 16. 

(D)  kisp (C)  pisk (B)  iksp (A)  skip  

r c a e d  (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 17. 

(D)  rdeac (C)  cader (B) cared  (A)  cdear  

v c a e s  (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 18. 

(D)  scaev (C)  caves (B)  saevc (A)  ceasv  

snow_____    (Choose the correct compound word) 19. 

(D)  fleak (C)  flac (B)  flecko (A)  flake  

rain_____    (Choose the correct compound word) 20. 

(D)  drop (C)  dpor (B)  prod (A)  derp  
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(D) Grammar: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

This old book pages are torn.  

(Choose the singular possessive of the underlined noun) 
1. 

(D)  book' (C)  books’  (B)  books (A)  book’s  

The battery power is running low.  

(Choose the singular possessive of the underlined noun) 
2. 

(D)  batterys (C)  battery's  (B)  batterys' (A)  battery'  

That is the workers break room.  

(Choose the plural possessive of the underlined noun) 
3. 

(D)  workers (C)  worker's  (B)  workers' (A)  worker'  

Those objects tags are missing.  

(Choose the plural possessive of the underlined noun) 
4. 

(D)  objects' (C)  objects  (B)  object' (A)  object's  

The fire’s effect was devastating. 

fire’s is a _____________ noun. 
5. 

(D)  plural 

possessive 

(C)  singular 

possessive 
(B)  plural (A)  singular   

The workers' efforts led to a new creation. 

workers’ is a __________ noun. 
6. 

(D)  singular 
(C)  singular 

possessive 

(B)  plural 

possessive 
(A)  plural  

All of the books’ covers were torn. 

books’ is a __________ noun. 
7. 

(D)  singular 
(C)  singular 

possessive 

(B)  plural 

possessive 
(A)  plural  
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The king's laughter lasted a long time. 

king’s is a _____________ noun. 
8. 

(D)  plural 

possessive 

(C)  singular 

possessive 
(B)  plural (A)  singular   

Choose the plural possessive: 9. 

(D)  doctor’ (C)  doctors (B)  doctor’s (A)  doctors’  

Choose the singular possessive: 10. 

(D)  bulb’ (C)  bulbs (B)  bulb’s (A)  bulbs’  

The two girls rode their bike up the hill.  

(Choose the plural of the underlined noun) 
11. 

(D)  bikes' (C)  bikes (B)  bike’ (A)  bike’s  

I am also checking out a book of short stories. 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
12. 

(D)  also (C)  short (B)  stories (A)  book  

This book has words but no _____________.  

(Choose the correct plural noun to complete the sentence) 
13. 

(D)  picture' (C)  pictures (B)  pictures’ (A)  picture’s  

Don’t touch those animals skeletons.  

(Choose the plural possessive of the underlined noun) 
14. 

(D)  animal' (C)  animals (B)  animal's (A)  animals'  

The magazine's articles were very helpful. 

(Choose the possessive noun in the sentence) 
15. 

(D)  magazine's (C)  The (B)  were (A)  very  
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What does this _____________ picture show you? 

(Choose the correct possessive noun to complete the sentence) 
16. 

(D)  page' (C)  pages (B)  page's (A)  pages'  

Choose the plural noun: 17. 

(D)  a lot (C)  friends (B)  read (A)  two  

Choose the possessive noun: 18. 

(D)  bite (C)  snake’s (B)  is (A)  this  

That reptile’s skin is shiny. 

The word reptile's is a _________ noun. 
19. 

(D)  singular (C)  possessive (B)  proper (A)  plural  

Will you help me open those boxes to see what’s inside?  

The word boxes is a _________ noun. 
20. 

(D)  singular (C)  possessive (B)  proper (A)  plural  
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(E) Writing: 
 

Question 1: 
 

Describe the picture using the help box. 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

living room – couch - coffee table - books - pictures - lamp 
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Question 2: 
 

Describe the picture using the help box. 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

park – children – playing – swing – sand pit - tree - slide - 

beautiful day 
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Question 3: (Subjective Question) 
 
 

1. Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.  
 

I believe that the city should not allow cars downtown. The traffic 

is really bad there. Streets are always full. People can hardly get around. 

We had 30 more accidents this year than we did last year. Everyone 

should leave their cars when they come downtown. Downtown should be 

for pedestrians. Please join me! Send the mayor a letter. Let’s tell her to 

ban automobiles downtown! 

Circle (T) True or (F) False 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

(1) Downtown should be for pedestrians. T F 

(2) Let’s tell her to ban automobiles downtown! T F 

(3) Streets are always full. T F 

(4) I believe the city should allow cars downtown. T F 

(5) Send the man a letter. T F 

(6) People can easily get around. T F 

(7) We had 30 more accidents this year than we did last year. T F 

(8) Everyone should take their cars when they come downtown. T F 
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. Then answer the questions that follow.passageRead the  2. 

Kiesha and Donna are both scientists who study the ocean. Kiesha 

studies sharks. Donna studies coral reefs. They both love to scuba dive 

for their research. Kiesha also teaches classes on sharks at a college. 

Donna spends all her time studying reefs and writing about what she 

finds. 

Circle (T) True or (F) False. 

 
 

 

May Allah guide you!                           5th English Language Teachers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(1) Donna studies coral reefs. T F 

(2) They both love to scuba dive for fun. T F 

(3) Keisha teaches classes on sharks. T F 

(4) Kiesha studies frogs. T F 

(5) This paragraph is on Keisha and Donna. T F 

(6) Kiesha and Donna are both scientists. T F 

(7) Kiesha also teaches classes on birds at a college. T F 

(8) Donna writes about what she finds. T F 


